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Introduction

It is perhaps no surprise that the general concern about educational performance in the
U.S. has spread from primary and secondary school issues to include the performance of
students in college. Roughly one-half of U.S. students go on to some form of higher education,
and a large propot don of them are subsidized by the government. The society relies on higher
education to provide many of the skils necessary for an effective labor force and citizenry. All
of these concerns make the performance of students in higher education an important issue for
public policy.

The National Education Goals Panel has set as one its objectives the development of a
method of tracking the perfamance of college graduates. The purpose of this paper is to
summarize what can be learned from the experience of analyzing jobs and testing employees in
industry that could help advance the goal of assessing and improving college performance.
Industry expeence in this area is typically concerned with improving job performance, and that
is certainly only one of many important goals of education. But job performance and overall
economic performance are important enough issues for individuals and for public policy to merit
paying attention to any lessons that might be available.

Relationship between Education and Job Petforaance

The place to begin examining the lessons that industry practices might have for education
is the relationship between education and the performance of employees. Higher education is
obviously a prerequisite for many occupations in medicine and engineering, for example, where
at least some of the information needed appears to be most easily taught in college. But the
concern here is about the relationship between performance in college and in later employment:
What effects does education, especially at the college level, have on performance, and what
aspects of education are most important in producing effective employees? Scholars in labor
economics and industrial psychology have examined this question. The fact that they tend not
to read each other's work illustrates a communication problem that also appliee to students in
school (see below).

Co-director, National Center on the Educational Quality of the Workforce. This paper was prepared for a
National Center fnr Education Statistics (NCES) workshop in support of efforts to assess and improve the
performance of students in college education, Goal 5 of the National Education Goals Panel.
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Bishop (1989) surveys research on performance in high school and finds that it explains
almost nothing about work experience: Although getting the credential of a high school diploma
is very important, better performance in the form of higher grades does not improve the
probability of getting a job, or wages once one has a job. Most of this research is based on data
from the National Longitudinal Sample (NLS) which tracked the experiences of a cohort of 1972
high school graduates over time. Research on the relationship between performance in college
and on the job using the NL,1, have been complicated by difficulties in coding college transcript
data (see Edelman). While the results are not always consistent, college grades do not appear
to be good predictors of getting jobs or wages. Wise (1975) finds, however, that grades and
school quality are significantly related to wage increases within the same employer using
employment records within a large company.

Other data show clearly, however, that there is a big payoff for completing a college
degree, as opposed to simply taking college courses. The decline in the economic return for
earning a college degree (measured in terms of wages) during the 1970s sharply reversed in the
1980s. While the return to earning a high school degree also increased, the gains from a college
degree are significantly greater.'

The other set of research, mainly by industrial psychologists, is much more extensive.
It typically uses employer data sets and direct measures of job performance (as opposed to
indirect measures such as wages) as the measure of worker success. These studies have been
popular for at least 50 years, and it has been well-established for decades now that college
grades are not good predictors of jcb perfornance (see McClelland 1973, for example). Most
researchers do not bother trying to publish studies showing the absence of significant
relationships, and journals typically are not interested in publishing them.' While there are
studies that find relationships between grades and some measures of job performance in
individual firms, it is remarkable given the bias toward not reporting insignificant results --
how many published studies there are that report no significant relationships between grades and
job performance: Bretz (1)89) performs a meta analysis of previous grade pcint average
research and finds no overall relationship with adult achievement in the workplace among a large
sample of studies. Dye and Reck (1989) use a slightly different sample, a series of corrections
for possible sampling error and unreliability of the validity construct in the original studies, and
report a larger overall validity coefficient, but it is still quite small (.18). (Validity coefficients
are correlations, and their square is the coefficient of determination, the popular R2 measure.
Dye and Reck's .18 correlation, for example, means that grades explain .032 percent of the

2 These conclusions are drawn from a conference "Returns to Education" held by the National Center on the
Educational Quality of the Workforce (EQW) in August 1991. A paper summarizing the conference results is being
prepared by Paul Taubman and will be available from the EQW Canter shortly.

' The rationale for these actions is that it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the absence of significant
effects because there are a range of problems that can mask significant results.
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variance in job performance measures.r

Even the proponents of using grades as predictors only claim that they have some
relevance -- not that they are powerful predictors in the absolute sense. It is easy to find studies
of grade point averages in almost every context that find no relationships with performance; in
business, using overall measures of job success (e.g., Ferris 1982), in engineering (Muchinsky
and Hoyt 1973), performance in graduate programs (Harrell and Harrell 1984, cited in Howard
1986). Even the quality of the college, measured by its selectivity in admissions, has been
shown to add little to predictions of job performance (e.g., Ferris 1982, Howard 1986;
Rosenbaum (1984). Perhaps the most successful attempts to find relationships was by Howard
(1986) at AT&T using assessment center data on employee abilities as an indirect measure of
job performance.' She fmds that undergraduate grades have statistically significant relationships
with only about one-quarter of the measures of job performance and potentiai; the very best of
those relationships out of the 50 or so reported are with potential for promotion and are no
higher than 0.40. Reviewers of all categories of selection procedures such as Reilly and Chao
(1982) assert that grades are well down the list of options in terms of their predictive power.

Bishop suggests that the poor relationship between grades and job performance at the high
school level occurs because employers do not get information about school performance (they
do not receive transcripts, e.g.) and woule not be sure how t,.) interpret such information if they
did receive it. This does not appear to be the case for college grades, however. Anecdotal
evidence suggests strongly that employers do get college transcripts and do understand them,
especially within professional fields like engineering and business.

It is interesting to note that the studies finding significant relationships between college
grades and job performance are more likely to find them for subcategories of grades that offer
a closer link between school and work: Dye and Beck's (1989) survey finds that grades in one's
major are better predictors; Bretz's (1989) survey finds that grades explain performance better
in business and education where students are more likely to have received training in programs
specific to those fields; Howard (1986) also finds that graduate grades are better predictors than
undergraduate grades and that grades in a specific business program (MBA) are even better than

4 toponents of using grades point out that even small validity coefficients may be economically useful;
assuming that the standard deviation of performance in a particular job is equivalent to $10,000 per year (reasonable
for management jobs), a validity coefficient of .10 for grades implies an improvement over chance of $1,000 per
year in performance when using grades as a selection device, a substantial gain when measured as present
discounted value. Statistical corrections due to the fact that performance criteria are often uncertain and that the
range of performance is restricted by the selection process (i.e., those hired may be more similar than the overall
pool of applicants) can change the validity coefficients substantially, often raising them. The American
Psychological Association (1985) suggests that these corrections by reported along with the regular validity
coefficients. On the other hand, these validity studies of grades typically ta., not report what the marginal gain is
from using grades as a predictor in vidition to other predictors to determine whether even the small predictive
power of grades is in fact due to some other, confounding factor It is possible, for example, that effort is what
really matters for job performance, and grades are simply a proxy a poor proxy -- for effort.

5 Note, however, that the assessment center data are not in fact real job performance data but are generated by
situations -- tests used to proxy real performance.
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masters degrees taken as a group. Weinstein and Srinivason (1974) also find relationships
between grades in MBA programs and later salaries.

Certainly one hypothesis that could be drawn from the above literature is that college
performance is irrelevant to performance in the workplace. An alternative hypothesis also
consistent with the overall poor predictive power of grades is that there is something relevant
and important about college performance but that grades simply do not proxy well. The fact that
predictive power improves substantially as the links between education and jobs get closer -- in
graduate and professional programs, e.g., where the preparation is for a specific job -- indicates
that even grades may be revealing in the right circumstances. And there are other aspects of
college education not usually considered by policymakers that may also be relevant to worklife.
Howard (1986) finds, for example, that extra-curricular experiences are much better predictors
of work performance than are grades, an issue that is explored below ih the context of other
selection devices that do predict well. It is neveAheless important not to lose sight of the basic
fact that grades, the traditional method of assessing classroom performance in college, do not
explain very much about one's performance in employment. The factors they are measuring
may not be particularly useful for future jobs.

What Can We Learn frum Industry Practice?

There are two areas where industry assessments are most applicable to the National Goal
of improving and assessing the performance of students in college. The first is with efforts to
identify the knowledge, skills, and abilities (IC.SA's) that are required for jobs, an effort typically
referred to as job analysis. The results of job analyses are helrful in that they suggest what
employees need to bring to a job in order to be successful. They also suggest the areas where
colleges should be preparing students and, in turn, some of the learning that might be tracked
in an evaluation scheme.

The second relevant area of industry experience is with employee assessments, especially
efforts to identify and establish the characteristics that employees bring to a job that are
predictive of future success. These efforts are known as selection tests, and they are typically
used to evaluate job candidates before employment or promotion.

The assessment of jobs ard people in industry is perhaps the central function of personnel
systems. It is a multi-billion dollar industry that supports scores of consulting firms with long
and deep raots in the behavioral sciences. The field of industrial/organizational psychology
(Division 14 of the American Psychological Association) is devoted in large part to the study
and design of workplace tests, and the analysis of these assessments makes up a substantial
component of leading journals in psyc:Iology such as the Journal of Applied Psychology and
Personnel Psychology.

Research on job analysis and selection tests is likely to stfike an outsider as the most
extreme of normal science research, where debates turn on narrow differentiations of standard
models. Virtually all of this research follows what has become known as the criterion-related
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validation model: job analyses begin with efforts to develop and measure criterion for jobs,
followed by efforts to de-. 4lop selection tests to identify individuals who fit the needs established
by the job analysis, and finally efforts to assess the validity of the selection tests -- do they in
fact predict good performance? And virtually every aspect of this model has been analyzed
repeatedly and in depth, but there are still many points of disagreement in the field. In brief,
the conflicts typically center on differences in what is meant by saying that particular approaches
are useful: Does useful mean compared to other procedures or compared to chance, for
example? Every method has strong advocates including those who developed the assessment -
- and critics. It is possible, however, to identify themes that cut across these methods.

Job Analysis

The phrase job analysis usually refers to systematic efforts to collect information about
the work requirements associated with particular ;obs. This information can be used for many
purposes job descriptions for recruiting, compensation decisions, etc. Ghorpade and
Atchinson (1980) discuss the rise and development of job analysis methods and conclude that
while individual firms have been pursuing job analyses throughout much of this century, it
received its biggest boost from court cases testing the constitutionality of selection procedures
(see below). These cases effectively established the standard that selection should be based on
actual job requirements, and this forced employers to introduce job analyses to determine that
content.

Job analyses are really just a framework for describing jobs, and in general the same
frameworks are used to assess the jobs filled by high school and college graduates. The various
methods of job analyses can be divided into two broad categories. One focuses its descriptions
on the job and on the tasks performed while the other is written from the perspective of the
worker and describes what is needed from workers in order to perform a given job. The latter
is clearly the more useful for the purposes at hand as it describes what jobs demand from
workers. All of the job analysis methods described below are therefore taken from this worker-
oriented category.

Hay Associates Profile System: The Hay Group is a large compensation consulting
firm that performs job analyses on jobs covering some 2 million workers in the U.S. Its job
analysis focuses on three areas:

"Know-how" concerns the techniques and procedures required by jobs. Examples of
know-how would be professional skills, such as accounting or engineering, and general
management skills such as designing plans. More specialized and technical skills and
greater breadth required across skills is associated with more difficult jobs.

"Problem Solving" refers to the thinking demands made by jobs. Routine, repetitivc
tasks fall at the lower end of this scale while those defined only abstractly, requiring
adaptive abilities, fall at the upper end.

6
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"Accountability" refers to the freedom jobs give employees to act. Jobs that offer
employees little guidance and that also are associated with large impacts on the
organization score high on this scale.

The Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) has been the most thoroLghly researched
and academically prominent of the job analysis methods (see McCormick and Jeanneret, 1988).6
The theme of the PAQ is to identify the basic behaviors and aptitudes required of jobs. There
are 187 items in the questionnaire which can be divided into six general categories: Information
(where and how one gets information needed for the job), mental processes (reasoning, decision
making, etc.), work output (physical activities, tools, etc.), relationships with others (measures
of complexity), job context (social and physical context of work), and a catch-all "other"
category. While the PAQ's focus on work behaviors, as opposed to tasks, has sometimes been
criticized in the context of differentiating jobs, it is an advantage here in helping to identify what
workers need to laiow.

The ability of the PAQ to identify basic work KSA's has been examined with a series of
tests of the relationship between PAQ joo scores and performance of job incumbents on the
General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), perhaps the most widely used test of employment
aptitudes. The idea is that people gravitate toward jobs that use their skills, so these tests
correlatol GATB scores of incuntents with PAQ scores for their jobs. McCormick and
Jeanneret (1963 p.831) summarize the results which are strong.7 Also, private firm studies using
commercial tests of intelligence, verbal aptitude, numerical, spacial, and clerical aptitude show
reasonably good correations with the PAQ, around .70. What these tests show is that PAQ
measures of job requirements track the charanteristics that workers in those jobs actually have.
This is not the same as establishing validity identifying *true" requirements of jobs -- but these
results aet consistent with a valid measure under the assumption that workers sort themselves
out by job according to KSA 's.

The Management Position Description Questionnaire was developed by Control Data
Business Advisors for use with their own managerial employees but has become popular in many
white collar organizations, in part because its focus c n managerial jobs made it appear more
applicable to them (see Page, 1988). The basic categories of this method of job analysis are
presented in Appendix A, but the KSA's can be categorized as follows: leadership skills
(motivation, coaching), administrative skills (planning, allocating), interpersonal skills (conflict
management, group process skills), communications, decision making (information management,
analytic ability), and professional knowledge (company-specific practices, technical skills such
as accounting).

6 There is also a Professioir41 and Managerial Position Questionnaire (PMPQ) which is very similar.

The assumption is that current incumbents in jobs have exactly the KSA's necessary to do their jobs -- no
overqualified or underqualified workers. At the very least, the match between KSA's and requirements cannot vary
across jobs.
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The Threshold Traits Analysis System is a different approach that focuses explicitly
on individual job holders, rather thai on the jobs themselves, and examines the traits that they
possess (Lopez 1988). Those traits can be broken down into ability factors, which are
subdivided into aptitudes for acquiring knowledge or skill and proficiencies for skills already
possessed; and attitudinal factors, which affect the willingness to perform at given levels. The
specific traits are described in Appendix B and are categorized as follows: Physical traits such
as strength, menial traits such as problem-solving and memory, learned knowledge and skills
such as communication, motivation and adaptability, and social traits such as influence and
cooperation.

Ability Requirement Scales. These scales attempt to identify generic abilities and are
based on 50 item categories identified in Appendix C. Perhaps more than thb other job analysis
systems described here, the Ability Requirements Scales focus on physical and perceptual
factors. Among the nonphysical categories, communication skills, reasonirg, and problem
solving feature heavily (see Fleishman and Mumford, 1988).

The Functional Job Analysis was developed out of the need to determine worker
characteristics required for the jobs described in the Dictionary of Occupational Mks. This
method is designed to be straightforward, and there are far fewer decisions for job analysts to
make than in most methods. Appendix D describes the scales of the Functional Job Analysis
which fall into seven categories: Data functions (complexity in the use of information), people
functions (level of interpersonal skills demanded), functions using things (physical requirements,
typically with machines), worker instructions (level of responsibility), reasoning development
(from commOn sense to abstract undertakings), mathemalital development (math skills), and
writing functions (see Fine 1988).

SCANS (Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills) is a public policy
study of the KSA's that jobs in the economy as a whole currently demand. The Commission's
charge was to identify the requirements for entry-level jobs. Once those generic job
requirements were identified, they could then be used to help shape what is taught in schools.
The SCANS report really amounts to a public policy-based job analysis.

The Commission identified five sets of general competencies required by entry level jobs:
those associated with resources (organizing, planning, allocating), interpersonal skills, using and
icquiring information, understanding systems, and working with technology. Underlying those
competencies were three sets of what the Commission called "foundations." They are; basic
ski'ls (reading, writing, math, listening, and speaking); thinking skills (creative thinking,
decision making, problem solving, visualizing symbols, reasoning, and knowing how to learn);
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and personal qualities (responsibility, self-esteem, sociability, self-management, and integrity).'

There are dozens of other prominent job analyses, but the above list gives one a good
sense of what the field looks like. While there are important differences in the various job
analyses outlined above, as noted earlier, the differences seem to be variations on a very
common theme. There have been attempts to assess systematically the differences in job
analysis systems (see Levine, Ash, and Bennett 1980, for example), but most of these efforts
concern issues such as ease of use. It is very difficult to assess the relative validity of different
job analyses because there are no measures of the "true" requirements of jobs that are superior
to job analyses themselves.

The categories of KSA's required by jobs does not, of course, indicate the level of
performance required in those categories. It is difficult to calculate how good writing skills need
to be, for example, in the average job that college graduates would be expected to fill. Not only
does each job have a different mix of KSA's and a different level of acceptable performance,
but each of the job analysis systems outlined above are proprietary and do not routinely publish
normative data. (The organizations behind these different systems could produce representative
requirements for given jobs if the government was interested in pursuing them.) The other
problem is that jobs may very well be changing, so that the level and mix of KSA's currently
required may be different by the time current college students enter employment. This issue is
taken up below.

Several requirements cut across virtually evry system of job analysis. They include the
following sets of KSA's:

Interpersonal skills
Communications, both oral and written
Critical thinking broadly defined (problem solving,
Motivation and other personal attitudinal characterisths
Working with data and information
Math skills

reasoning, etc.)

One conclusion that might immediately strike an outsider to this field is that job-specific
knowledge and skills do not feature prominently in most job analysis schemes. The classroom
knowledge of accounting methods, for example, is only one of many factors required for
accounting jobs. And most jobs require far less classroom howledge than accounting. There
are many positions for which there is no equivalent college classroom instruction.

The public policy action with the most widespread impact in this area may be the efforts by the U.S.
Department of Labor to identify the requirements of jobs that come through its Employment Services. The criterion
used to determine what is demanded from workers includes the General Educational Developmezt (GED) levels in
reasoning, math, and language;, specific vocational preparations; aptitudes andtemperaments; and physical demands.
See Droege (1988).
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On the other hand, most of the KSA's in the above list are taught in college, albeit some
indirectly. Math skills are developed in math classes and in courses like the sciences which use
applied math: critical thinking is taught explicitly in logic courses and should be a part of a
broad array of courses from history to the social and behavioral sciences. Working with data
is explicit in statistics courses and in all branches of the sciences which use applied statistics.
Communications should be a part of every course that requires discussion and writing.
Interpersonal skills are not typically an explicit part of college course work, although behavioral
science courses on group dynamics do teach these skills. Motivation and personal characteristics
such as imegrity are no doubt the least likely to be taught in a classroom context, although
military and religious schools make explicit attempts to develop these characteristics through
socialization. Extracurricular activities such as athledes may develop them as well.

Suggestions as to how these sets of knowledge, skills, and abilities required in
employment could be developed more thoroughly in college instruction do not need to be
revolutionary. Courses in any subject where students are rquired to write papers, discuss
material orally, and work in groups go a long way toward developing many of the above KSA's.
And where such courses challenge students to analyze problems and think critically about them,
we are more than half way toward completing the list. Courses that make use of math concepts
and data increasingly cover a large proportion of college curricula math and statistics, all the
sciences (natural, behavioral, and social), increasingly history and anthropology. These courses
should challenge students to apply math and data analysis to problems, giving them practice in
applications.

With this description, it becomes easy to see that grades may not be good predictors of
job performance, even for subjects where the course material may be relevant to jobs, beca:,se
the courses do not teach skills relevant to jobs and because grades are not based on those skills
even where they are taught. Consider a course in human behavior that is taught in a large
lecture format where students neither talk with the instnictor nor with each other, and the
requirements stress memorizing the results of prior research. Few job-related skills -are
developed in the process of presenting the course material. And multiple choice tests, which
are typically used as the basis for grades, rould not reveal them in any case. Now consider the
same course taught in a small group discussion format where students do at least some of their
work in teams; where the material requires students to apply theories and statistical methods to
real life problems; where grades are based on written efforts to evaluate criticall course
material and on ckss participation. In the latter, the education process develops many useful
skills, and the grading procedure can evaluate them.

Finally, it is important to remember that job analyses capture what is currently required
by jobs and not what will be required in the future. There are many arguments suggesting that
jobs will be changing in the future. These argument fall into two groups. The first are
represented by studies such as Workforce 2000 which argue that the distribution of jobs in the
economy is shifting away from low-skill positions such as manual work and toward higher skill
jobs like engineering. The consensus about these studies suggests that while there is likely to
be a shift in this direction, the rate of change will be no greater than in past generations.

The second set of arguments looks at changes in current jobs; how management jobs may

U
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be different in the future, for example. Cappelli (1991) finds an increase in the KSA's required
for production jobs but no clear pattern for clerical jobs. There is a great deal of argument
about changes in college-level jcbs, especially managerial work, although there is not much hard
data to test these arguments. Certainly there is a consensus that managerial jobs have become
less secure and that the ranks of managerial jobs have been thinned, leaving more work for those
who remain (Cappelli, in press). But how exactly jobs have and will continue to change in
terms of the KSA's required is more a matter of speculation.

Porter and McKibbin (1988) conducted a study for the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business that considered how businesses were changing and the implications for jobs
and education oriented toward management jobs. Their conclusions from extensive interviews
suggest that education needs to be more applied help students see the links to practice and
that interpersonal and leadership skills should be emphasized oriented toward managing people.
The SEI Center at the Wharton School conducted a similar study as the basis for designing a
new business school curriculum. The recommendations included more extensive training in
interpersonal skills, greater integration across disciplines, and more breadth in education (Wind
and West, in press).

We also conducted interviews with human resource consultants in firms that specialize
in job analyses to get their thoughts on the future requirements of jobs, There is a clear
consensus that flatter organizations with less hierarchy are forcing employees to be more
autonomous. The reduction in stnicture and control associated with it implies greater reliance
on leadership skills as the alternative for managing employees. Communication skills are also
becoming more important as employees have more informal reporting arrangements with more
people and as matrix organizational structures and team methods of work organization force
employees to work more with each other. Interpersonal skills in general become more important
as working in teams becomes more prevalent. The ability to be flexible and adapt to new
circumstances is another general theme that is driven by the continuing turbulence in modern
corporations. These themes' suggest that future jobs will demand even greater emphasis cn the
behavioral skills ovtlined above.

Selection Tests

As noted earlier, selection tests designed to predict performance follow logically from
job analyses that identify the requirements of job performance. Selection tests can provide
important information first as a check on job analyses about what really is important for good
job performance. If the factors that predict (and presumably "cause") good performance can be
idea: fled, then perhaps they can be developed in college education. Second, the experience with

Our thanks to Marsha Cameron at the Wyatt Company, Joy Hazucha at Personnel Decisions, Inc., Charles
Lee at TPF&C (Towers Perrin), Andy Rosen at Hay Associates, and Eugene R. Smoley, Jr. at Cresap (Towers
Perrin) for their thoughts on the changes in managerial jobs.

ii
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selection tests may offer some general recommendations for developing tests to assess college
performance, especiey if part of the goal is to provide information about students to employers.

Inform0 selection tests no doubt date to the beginning of employment -- hiring the
biggest workers for manual jobs, e.g. -- but the systematic use of tests is often traced to the
selection of street car conductors in Paris in 1908. WWI saw the rapid devt lopment of selection
tests in the U.S. as the military sought some mechanisms for sorting the thousands cf inductees
on a rapid basis. Most of the military tests were efforts to assess basic abilities, and their use
spread to industry after the war ended. Testing got another boost in WWII where a much more
extensive sou of tasks and job functions was matched with an equally extensive set of tests.
Many of these tests especially for blue-collar work were translated directly to industry after
the War.(DuBois 1970; Kochan and Cappelli 1984; Jacoby 1986.).

The main problem in assessing the performance of assessment tests is the poor quality
and design of the available data. Because selection tests take place within firms, data on
performance are only rarely made public, typically only if a Tesearcher wls involved in the
study. When data are released, they are often contaminated. For example, if the results of tests
affect employment decisions, then it is difficult to say whether the tests predicted or caused job
performance. At least part of the disagreements about the validity of different selection
procedures in this field can be attributed to the fact that researchers are often looking at different
samples of assessment exercises. Despite the apparent partisanship, it is not difficult to reach
general conclusions about the relative usefumess of different categoric", of selection procedures.

Whether one believes that selection tests do a good job depends Ln part on what one sees'
as their mission. Job performance in itself is a difficult concept to define, let alone measure,
and the stochastic aspects of performance including factors that are beyond the control of
individuals ant very important. Given all this, selection tests have a very difficult mission.
For employers, any improvement over chance counts as a big success, especially where the costs
of the tests are minimal. On the other hand, even the best of these procedures explain no more
than a third or so of the variance in performance. A validity coefficient of .50, for example,
which would be associated only with the very best selection procedures (ones that effectively
compare past performance in a job to future performance in a similar job), explain only .25 of
the variance in performance.' And that looks like a much smaller figure when one considers
using the procedure as the basis for public policy -- billions of dollars and the efforts of tc.is of
thousands of educators and millions of students.

Given the information about what job analyses examine, it should not be a surprise to
find that selection procedures do not explicitly test college classroom experiences (with the
exception of jobs with occupation-specific skills such as accounting). Some selection
procedures, such as personality tests and projective techniques (estimating underlying personality
structures), focus on issues that are largely irrelevant to college classroom instruction. The
selection procedures that make the most explicit use of material associated with college education
are described below:

The square of the validity coefficient produces the coefficient of determination, the popular R2 statistic.

1
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Ability Tests

Ability tests are designed to assess how much one has learned about a particular subject
or area. They can be subdivided into achievement tests which focus on organized learning,
typically classroom instruction of paradigmatic material, and aptitude tests which focus more on
informal experiences and information. Aptitude is a prediction about future learning, and the
argument is that such learning is eader when built upon a base of even informal information.
Aptitude should not be confused with general intelligence or innate abilities which are measured
in different ways (see below).

Perhaps the most popular ability tests measure mental aptitude, such as the early Stanford
Bhiet, the Wonder lic Personnel Test or the popular Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. Other
charactedstics typically included under the heading of mental ability are immediate memory,
arithmetic, and substitutions (applying algorithms). These tests have often been based on
academic classroom material and are highly correlated with academic achievement; Gottfredsoil
(1986) in Ash, et al. finds a correlation of .60 between general intelligence scores and
educational achievement. As a result, these tests have been associated especially with
determining the aptitude of candidates for formal training and further education.

Ability tests suffered serious setbacks when the Supreme Court found instances where
they contributed to discrimination. Cases like Griggs v. Ds& Power found that many ability
tests were assessing characteristics thc could not be shown to be directly job related, and their
disparate impact on societal groups was therefore unconstitutional. In other words, they had no
construct validity. In addition to whether these tests can assess abilities accurately (whether they
are reliable), whether they have done a good job of predicting job performance is a very
important point for the National Goals Panel: Reliable ability tests that do not predict workplace
performance indicate that those abilities being measured are not in fact important to workplace
performance.

Perhaps the best known and wideiy used ability test is the General Aptitude Test Battery
(GATB) which has been in use for more than 40 years in a variety of public and private settings.
Developed by the U.S. Employment Service as a screening device, GATB measures nine basic
aptitudes: intelligence (general learning ability), verbal aptitude, numerical aptitude (arithmetic),
spatial aptitude, form perception (perceive physical detas), clerical perception (perception of
verbal or tabular details), motor coordination, finger dexterity, and manual dexterity (hand
movements).

The National Research Council (1989) conducted an extensive investigation of GATB at
the time that the Employment Service was considering using it as the selection device for job
placement decisions. GATB compared favorably to similar selection tests, such as the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), in terms of reliability and validity, although the
Council describes the overall validity of GATB as "modest" (.35 for studies conducted before
1972; .25 for those after) and did not recommend that it be used as the sole criterion for
selection decisions. Of the various items, the grouping of intelligence, verbal, and numerical
aptitude (cognitive composite) was no better predictor of job performance than the other

1 3
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composites and did not necessarily do better at predicting performance for those jobs most
clearly associated with college education.11

Ghiselli (1974) surveys virtually all of the known validity studies of aptitude tests and
classifies their average validities according to occupation. The results for managerial positions,
those most closely associated with college educations, are reproduced in Appendix E.
Intellectual abilities are useful, but personality traits appear to be the best predictor of both
training success and proficiency. It is also interesting to note that pencil tapping ability, a test
of motor skills, is not a bad predictor of future success (almost as good as intelle.;tual abilities),
although it is indeed hard to understand why this ability should be related to managerial job
performance. This illustrates the difficulty in specifying causal connections between many of
these predictors and performance, and it is a concern about ability tests in general.

Sparks (1983) summarizes the validity of a long-running selection program at Standard
Oil of New Jersey known as the Early Identification of Management Potential. Beginning in
1955, the cowpany administered an impressive number and variety of selection procedures to
600 employees. The items most associated with academic training, reasoning ability, had
validities around .20, much lower than other predictors described below.

Various statistical corrections noted above (see footnote 4) can produce substantially
higher estimates of validity; the corrections typically require judgment decisions about the true
nature of the applicant pools, e.g. so that the "true" corrections are often in dispute. The
corrections are typically no higher than .50 explaining 25 percent of the variance in
performance. On the other hand, Reilly and Chao (1982) found that alternatives to ability tests -
- interviews, self-assessments, reference checks, expert judgments, projective (personality)
techniques, and academic performance were all substantially worse predictors.

Bio-Data

Information about a job candidate's background, including academic performance, is
often referred to as "bio-data." Interest in this area began with early observations of
relationships between information on employment applications and subsequent performance in
industry and in the military. The theoretical arguments in support of bio-data are rooted in
notions of consistency, that past performance other things equal -- predicts future
performance. Sometimes these results are straightforward, as when success as in an engineering
internship program predicts success as an engineer. But sometimes they are less obvious. One
of the best-known anecdotes in this field is that the question "Did you eVer build a model
airplane thit flew?" predicted success in flight training almost as well as the entire battery of
aptitude tests administered in the U.S. Air Force during WWII.

'I Bishop (1989) used data from GATB validity studies to conduct one of the few attempts to assess the impact
of aptitude tests on performance independent of other prediction devices and found that intelligenco in particular
remained significant.
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Overall, bio-data is thought by many to be the best predictor of job performance available
(see Owens 1976; Schneider 1976). Asher (1972) presented summary data suggesting that ay

some criteria, bio-data was almost twice as successful at predicting job performance as the next
best method examined (intelligence aptitude). Sparks' (1983) data indicates that bio-data were
far and away the best predictors of job proficiency. This is not to say that bio-data is an
unqualified success, however. Korman (1966) found that it had real problems predicting
managerial performance in his data and may be inferior to other methods for those jobs. But

there is no doubt that prior life experiences are both empirically and conceptually strong
predictors of job performance.

The problem with bio-data is in identifying which life experiences would be useful in
predicting success in different types of jobs; in particular, which aspect of college performance
other than grades (which do not predict well) might be relevant for job performance? College
represents an important, fundamental period of development for most adults, and it would be
remarkable if life experiences during that period did not explain something about later job
performance. Howard (1986) finds, for example, that one's major subject in college was the
best predictor of job performance at AT&T; participation in more extracurticular activities and
more leadership positions in those activities was the next best pialictor.

Work Samples:

Work samples are the selection device closest to achievement tests. The idea behind
work samples is very straightforward; to assess whether someone will perform well as a typist,
give them something to type. There is little doubt that work samples have the strongest
conceptual validity because of the clear point-to-point consistency they bring with them. Asher
and Sciarrino (1974) find that work samples are a close second to bio-data in terms of their
validity. Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, and Kirsch (1984) found strong support for using work
samples in their meta analysis. Assessment centers, a selection method using multiple
simulations of real work problems ("in basket tests" are one popular component), can be thought
of as using work sample methods specifically tailored for managerial jobs. (One important
difference, however, is that assessment centers also attempt to secure information on issues other
than work sample performance, such as aptitudes and personality.) Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, and
Kirsch (1984) find that the average validity for assessment center scores was .43, a good
performance.

The reason work sample tests are not used all the time is first, because it is difficult to
create a work sample broad enough to assess the entire range of tasks that jobs with any
complexity might entail. Assessment centers that duplicate this broad range of tasks .ze very
expensive to use. Second, work samples assume that candidates need no further knowledge,
skills, or abilities to perform the job. This would be true only for very simple jobs or for those
in clearly defined craft/professional external labor markets. Work samples therefore might not
suit entry-level jobs in internal labor markets, for example.
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Conclusions

The brief survey above suggests some interesting conclusions about what might be
learned from selection tests for college assessments. For example, the fact that grades do not
predict performance well suggests that much of what is either assessed or taught in college is
specific to each course (e.g., the facts of a history course) and does not contribute to long-term
skills and knowledge. The fact that grades are better predictors for course work that has a
closer link to specific occupations suggests that grades might be much more valid predictors of
job performance if courses were redesigned to deVelop job relevant skills; courses that stressed
group efforts, critical thinking in oral and written forms, and applications of math and data
analysis.

The fact that bio-data and work samples are such good predictors of job performance
makes one believe that information about college experiences, from the college transcript in
particular, should be useful to employers. Given how fundamental college years are for most
people, it would seem incredible if information about a student's experience in college could not
be used as a good predictor of later performance; think of college as a 24-hour per day, multi-
yar assessment center. Many of the more micro learning experiences in college are the
equivalent of work samples for future job performance. For example, research papers should
be excellent tests of written communication skills and problem solving skills; laboratory
experiments should reveal a great deal about the ability to analyze data; performance in applied
math and statistics courses clearly reveal math and data skills, and architecture and design
courses may also reveal a great deal about spatial relations, a key predictor of performance in
many occupations. Te get some sense of how rich the information about college experiences
could be, consider what it would cost to obtain some of the same information from assessment
centers.

The first step toward making college experiences more accessible and useful for
employers might be for colleges to begin to assemble information about student performance in
more innovative ways. For example, it might be useful to have an overall measure of
performance on written material the average grade on all research papers and essays, for
example. Such an indicator only requires compiling existing data in a different way. The
University of Michigan, William and Mary, and other colleges already compile portfolios of
student work over their entire program, producing material that could easily be used in bio-data
analyses.

The next step would be to encourage the process of education in the classroom to be
conducted in ways that develop job-related skills. These steps do not require fundamental
changes in the content of courses as much as they do in pedagogy.
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APPENDIX: FUNCTIONAL JOB ANALY3IS SCALES

Worker Function Scales

Data Function Scale

Data is inlbrmation, ideas, facts, statistics, specifications of outputs, knowklige of conditions: techniques, metoperrions.
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schema or system bus using discretion in application (e.g., considets wind, weather (rain or shine), shape, welt
and type of toed, heights and capacity of boom in mikingdift).
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Level if: Synthesising. Takes off in new directions on the basis of personal intuitions, feelings, and ideas (witor without regard for tradition, experience, and existing parameters) to conceive new approaches to or statemenof problems and the development of system, operational, or aesthetic .wlutions or resolutions of then typicaloutside of existing theoretical, stylistic, or organizational context.

Peopk Amnion Seale

The people scale measures live interaction between people, communication, interpersonal actions.

Level 1: Thiing instructiotulllelping. Attends to the work assignment, instnictions. Of orders of pervisoNo immediate response or verbal exchange is required unless clarification of instruction Is needed.Level 2: Exchanging Information. Talks to, converses with, and/or signals people to coincy r obtalleformation, or ea clarify and work out details of an assignment, within 'the framwork of well. lablisIseprocedures (e.g., requests clarification of a signal, verbal Ins person or on redid Of hand signal).Level JA: Coachirg. Befriends and encourages individuals on a personal, caring basis by approxima ng a petor family.type relationship either in a one-td:one or small group situation: gives instruction, advice, au person.assistance concerning activities of daily living, the use of various institutional services, and paiticipirtim in grout(e.g., gives support or encouragement to apprentice or journeyman on unfalpiliar piece of equipmen.)Level .18: Perivading. Influences ()fliers in favor'of a product, service, or point of view by talks or 4. cmonstr:dont (e.g., demonstrates safety procedures required on a piece of equipment for compliance with new regulationsLevel IA: Consulting. Serves as a source of technical inforniation and giveisuch information or provides idesto define. clarify, enlarge upon, or sharpen procedures, capatiliiies, or product specifications idorms projeimanagers of effective end appropriate use of equipment to achieve output within constraints (time, money, etc.iLevel 18: Instructing. Teaches subject matter to others or trains others including animals, through explanatiosdemonstration, and test.
Level 3: Supervising. Determines and/or interprets work procedure for a iiroup of workers: assigns speciliduties to ,them (delineating prescrihed and discretionary content); maintains harmonious relations among thenevaluates performance (both prescribed and discretionary) and promotes efficiency and other organization:valves; makes decisions on procedural and technical levels.
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14vel 6: Negoilating. Bargains and disvumes on a formal basis as a representative of one side of a transaction
for advantages in resources, rights, privileges, and/or contractual obligations, giving and taking within the limits
provided by authority or within the framework of the perceived requkements'and integrity of a program.

Level?: Mentoring. Works with individuals having problems affecting theirlife adjustment in order to advise,
colinsel, and/or gtdde them according to iegal, scientific, clinical,spiritual, and/or other profeulonal principles.
Advises clients on implications of analyses or diagnoses made of problems, courses of action open to deal with
them, and merits of one strategy over another.

TAlogs Fused& Scale

Physical interaction with and response to tangibles - touched; felt, ibserved, and related to in space; images
visaalized spatially.

Level IA: ilendling. Works (cuts, shapes, assembles, etc.), digs. moves, or carries objects or materials where
objects, materials, tools, etc., are one or Ow in number and are the primary involvement of the worker. Precision
mquirements ar re:stively gross. Includes the use of dollies, handtrucks, and the like. (Use this rating for
dilations involvipg casual use of tangibks.)

Level f treding/OlThearing. Inserts, throws, dumps, or places InalerialS into, or removes them from,
machines or equipment that itautomititik tendaybperatedIrother workers. Precision requiremen . are built
le, largely our of control of worker.

Level IC: Tending. Starts, stops, and monitors the functioning of machines and equipment set i by other
workers where the precision of output depends on keeping one to several controls in adjustment, in . .ponse to
automatic signals aFording to specifications. Includes all machine situations where Own is no signit int setup

I 4 go .r. ti omit. IV IP °I11 a
Level 24: Manipulating. Works (cuts, ihapes, assembles, etc.), digs, moves, guides, or places objects or'materials where objects, tools, cannel:, etc., are several in numper. Prechion requirements range from gross tofine. Includes waiting on tables and the use of ordinary portable power tools with interchangeable parts andordinary tools around the home, such as kitchen fid garden tools.
Level 28: Operating/Cqntralling. l. Starts, stops, controls. tad adjusts a machine or equipment desighed tofabricate and/or process data, people, or things. The worker may be involved in &titivating the ma(tine, as latyping or owning wood, or the involverent may occur primarily at startup snd stop as with Jr semlautomaticmachine. Operating a machine involves readyigg and adjusting the machine and/or material as work peogressei.Contrdlling equipment involvesmonitorini gauges, dials, etc., and turning valves and other devices to COMM suchitems as temperature, pressure, Row of liquids, speed of pumps, and reactions of materials. Obis rating is to beused only for operations of one machine Of one unit of equipment.)
Level 2C: DrivingiControlling. Starts, stops.'and controls (tein, guides) the actions of machines/vehicles in .two-dimensional spaces for which a COWS! MUM be followedito move things Of people. Actions regulating'controlsrequire continUous attention and readiness of fftfrOtIn 10 traffic conditions.
Level le:. Starting Up. Readies 'powered mobile equipment for operation. 'typicilly following standardprocedures. Manipulates COOlfOIS to sta'rtir4 engines, allows for warm-up and pressure build-up as necessity,desks mobility where movement is involved, ahd working paris (as in construction equipment), brakes. gaugesindicitingl serviceability (fuel, pressure, temperature:battery output. etc.) and visually checks l'Of leaks and other,unusual conditions. Includes reverse shutdown procedures.
Level IA: Precision Working. Worts, moves, guides, Of places objects Of matirials accirding to standardpractical procedures where the number of objects, materials, tools, etc., embraces an quire CHM and accuracyexpecte..1 is within final finished tolerances established for the CHM. (Use this rating where work priMarily involves' .manual Of power hand tools.)
Leoll 38: Setting Up. Installs fradlines Of equipment; inskrts. tools, alien jigs, fixtures, and attachments,and/or repairs machines or equipment to ready and/or restore them to their proper functioning according to joborder Of blueprint specifications. InVolvestprimary responsibility for, accuracy. May involve one or a number ofpachines for other workers of for worker's own operation.
Level 3C: Operating/Controlling II. Slam, stops, controls, add continuously m?difies set-up of equipmentidesjgned to hoist and move materials in multidlmentional apace, reshape and/or pave the earth's surface.Manipulation of controls requites continuous attintion to changing conditions, and readiness of response to 'activate the equipment in lateral, vertical, and/or angular operations.
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The Worker Instructions Scale defines' Respomtholitv in terms of specifications (tleit which is prescribed) as
judgment (that which is speciftcally kft to discretion) assigned to the milker. This can range octets several kve
depending on 'the activity(ies).

Level 1. Inputs, outputs, tools, equipment, and proceduies are all specified. Almost
everything the woks

needs to know Is contained in hisor het assignment. He Of she is supposed to turn out a swilled amount of WOO
Of stimdard number of units per hour Of day. .Level 2. Inputs, outputs, tools, and equipment are all specified, bus the worker has some leeway In th
procedural and methods he or she can use tb get the job done. Almost all the information he or she needi is
his or her assignment. Production is measured on a daily or weeyy bet%Iowa inputs and outputs are Speciliedabut theworker hes considerable freedom as toprocedures and Wag
including the use of tools and/or equipment. He or she may have to refer to sevesal staridard souross fo
information (handbook% catalogs, wall charts). Time to complete a.perticular product or send& is specified.bet
this varies up to several hours. I

Level4. Output (product or service) is specified in the assignment, which may be in the form ofa memoranda.
ol of a scIltematic (sketch or blueprint). The worker must work out his or lier OWO ways of settles theJohan%
including selection and use of tools and/or equipbtent, sequence of operatione (tass), and obtaining impotent
information (handbooks. etc). Workess may either karry out work themselves or set up standardssad procedures
for others.

_Lent S. Same as (t) above, but in addition theiworker is eipiiieetiq innwand emitloy them" so that he or
she understands the whys and wherefores of tile various options that are available for dealing with a problem and
Ean independently select Irons among them Ile or she may have to do some readingoin the professional andlor

Vide literature in order to gain this understanding.Lertl d. Various possible outputs me described that can mini statsd achnical or administrative needs. Thel
wear must investigate the various possible outtnits'and evaluate them In regard to performance characteristics
and input demands. Tbio usually requires his or her creative use of theory well beygnd refening to standard
sources. There Is no specification of inputs, megiods, sequences, sources, or the like.Resuming Development Scale

The Reasoning Development Scale is coneerned with.knowkdge and ability to deal with theory versus practice.abstract venus concrete. and many versus few variables.

Level 1
.

. Have the common sense understanding to carry out simple one Of two-step instructions in the contest ofhighly sisflaardind Situalions. .

Recognize unacceptable variations from the standard and take emergency action to reject inputs or stopoperations.

Level 2'
Have the commonsense understanding to carry out detailed but uninvolved instructions where the workinvolves a frw concrete/specific variablei in or from standard/typical situptions.
Level .1

Have the commOnsense understandidg to carry out instructions where the work involves several concrete/specific variabks in Of from standard/typical 'bullion%
I ,

Have knowledge of a system of interrelated procedures, such as bookkeeping, internal combustion engines,electric wiring systems, massing, farm management. ship sailing, or machining.Apply principles to solve practical evesyday problems and deal witha varieti of concrete variables in situationswhere only 'limited standardization exists.
Interpret a variety of instructions famished in written, oral, diagrammatk, or schedule form.Level

Have knowledge of a field of study
(engineering, literature, history, business administration) having :mediate

applicability to the affairs of the world.
Define problems, collect data, establish facts, and draw valid conclusions in controlled situation.Interpret an extensive variety of technical material in hooks, manuals,.tests, etc.Deal *Oh 'some abstract but mostly concret?. variables.Level 6
Have knoledge of a field of study of the highest abstractive order (e.g.. mathematics, physics, chem ry, logic,
philosophy( art criticism).
Deal with mmverbal symbols in formulas, equations, or graphs.Understanil ilie most difficult classes of concept's.Deal with a large number of ,ariabks and determine a specific course of action (e.g., research, p ttluction)on the basis of need.

towel 4
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Mathematical Development Scale
The Mathematical Development Scale I. concerned with knowledge and ability to deal with mathematicalproblems and operations from counting and simple addition to higher mathematics.

Level

Counting to simple addition and subtraction; reading, copying, and/or reeoiding of figures.Lori 2
Use arithmetic to add, subtract. muhiply. and divide whole numbers. Reading scalesand gauges as in poweredequipment where readings and signals are indicative of conditions and actions to be taken.Level .1 _ _-Make arithmeticcalculations involving fractions, decimals, and percentages. Mentally acts upon dimensionalspecifications marked on material or stakes.
lard I

'1

Performsidrithmetic, algebraic, and geometric procedures in standard practical applications.Level

Have knowledge ofadvanced maikmitical and statistical techniques suchas differential and integral calculus,factor analysis, and probability determination.Work with a wide variety of theoretical mathematical concepts:Make original Applications of mathentrical procedures, as in empirical Und differential equations.lerd
No4.' Cannot read or write but can follow simpk Mid, pokuktotsi instnipions.SO name and understand ordinari, routiqa agreements wben uplalned, such as those relevant to leasing ahouse; emPloyment (hours, wages. V" % procuring a driver's license.

I
Read lists, addresses, safety warnings.

I
I

Lercl 2 1

1 IRead short sentences. simple concrete vocabulary; words that a4oid complex Latii derivatives (explodeddiagrams, comic books, action-type, 4.i., western, mystery magazines).
s

- Converse_with service personnel (waiters, ushers, cashiers).
. ,

Copy written records precisely without error. s .Keep taxi driver's trip record or rrike maintenance reCord;
I

1

, o

Level j .
. .

I I e

i
Comprehend orally espressed trade termipplogy (jargon) of a specik technical nature. .Read material on level of the Reader's Digest and stesight cews reporting in popular mass newspapers.tomprehend ordinary newscasting (uninvolved sentences and vocabulary with focus oil events rather than ontheir analysis). A I I'

I
I

Copy written material from one record to another, catching gross &on in graptmar. 'Fill in report forms, such as Medicare forms, employment applications, and card form for income tax.1Lerd 4
Write routine business correspondepce reflecting standard psocedtires. 1 iInterview lob applicants to determine work best suited fdr their abilities and expwience; cpntact employers idinterest them in services of agency.

.
peed and comprehend technklti manuals apd written inetrucdons as well as drawings.tohduct opinion research surveys involving stratified sample, of the population.Lerel .1

o . iWrite instiuctions for assembly of ilrefabricited parts into units. iWrite instructions and speciOcatiobs concerning proper use of machinery.
1

Write copy for advertising. Report news for the newspapers, radio, or TV. 1Prepare and deliver lectures for audiences that seek information about the arts, sciences, and humanities,in'an informal way.

,: Level 4 i , 1

I II Report, write, or edit Snicks for teehnicpl and scientific jrnals or journals of advanced literarycriticism (e.g.,Journal of Educational Sociology, Seknce, Physkal Rev w, Diredalmi).
1 ,

1
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Table 11.7.1 Updated Definitions for the Ability itegories in Recent Forms of the Mammal for the Abi litRequirement Seeks (MARS)II
I-I Oral Comprehension This is the ability to understand spoken English words and sentences.2. Written Comprehension This is the ahility to.understand written sentences and paragraphs.1. Owl Expremon This is the ability to use English words or sentences in sp.:skill so others will understand4 Written Expression This is the ability to use English worth or sentences in writing so others will undentand5 Fluency of Ideas This is the ability to praduce a number of ideas about a given topic.6. Originality This is the ability to produce unusual or clever ideas e*.Sout a given topic or situation. It is theability to come up ith Cre IIOVI solutions to problems Of to develop new procedures to situations wherestandard operatini ,irocedures do not -7 enotti:anon This is the ability td remember information, such as words, numbers:pictures. and proceduresNetts of information can he remembered by themselves or with other pieces of information.S. Problem+ .trnsitioty This is the ability to tell when something is wrong or is likely to go. wrong. It includesbeing able. to identify the whole problem as well as the elements of the problem.9 Mathematical Reasoning This is the ability to understand and organize a problem and then to select amuthematical method or formula to solve the problem. It encompasses reasoning through mathematicalproblems in order to determine appropriate operations that can be performed to solve problems. II alsoincludes the wukrstanding or structuring of mathematical problems. Ths actual mauipulation-of -aumbas-is.000 idcluded in this ability. 1

10. Prwnbtr Facility This ability involves the degree to which adding, subtracting, multiplying, mid dividing canbe done quickly and si.aectly. These can be steps in other operations, such as finding percents and takingsquare 1'MM.
Deductive Reasoning This is the abilitylto apply general rules to specific problems to come up with logicalanswers. It involves deciding if,an answer makes sense.

1 2. Inductive Reauming This is the ability to combine separate pieces of information, or specific answers toproblems. to form general rules or conclusions. This involves the ability to think of possible reasons why thingsgo together.
11. Information Ordering This is the ability to correctly follow a rule or set of rules to arrange things or actionsin a certain order The rule or set of rules to be used musttalready be given. The things or actions to be putin order can include numbers, letters, words, pictures, procedures, sentences, aqd methematical or logiadoperations.

I
14. Category Flexibility This is the ability to produce many rules so that each rule tells how to group a set ofthings ift4 different way. Each different group must contain at least two things from the oriainel set of things.15. Speed of Closure This ability involves the degree to which different pieces of information can be combinedand orsanized into one meaningful pattern quickly. It is not known beforehand what the pattern will be. Thematerial may be visual or auditory.
16. Fkxibility of Closure This is the ability t? identify or detect a known pattern auch as a figure. word, object)that is hidden in other material. The task ii to pick out the pattern you are looking for from the backgroundmaterial.
11. Spatial Orientation This is the ability to tell where you are in relation to the location of sortie object or totell where the object is in relation to you.
IR. Vinsualkation This is the ability to imagine how something will look when it is moved aroundor when its pinsare moved or rearranged. It requires the forming ofmental images of what patterns or objects would look likeafter certain changes, such as unfolding or rotation. One has to predict what an object, set ef objects, or patternwould look like after the changes stiere carried out.
19. Perceptual Speed This ability involves the degree to which one can compare letters, numbers, object's,pictures, or patterns, hods quickly and accurately. The thinss to be compared may be presented at the sametime or one after the other. This ability SW includes comparing a presented object with a remembered object.20. Control Precision This is the ability to move controls of a machine or vehicle. This involves the degree to*hich these controls can be quickly and repeatedly moved to exact posiaions.21. Multiline, Coordin000n This is die ability to coordinate movements of two or more limbs (for example, twoarms. two legs, or one leg and one arm) together, such as in moving equipment controls. Two or more limbsare in motion, while the inditidual is sitting, standing, cc lying down.

122. Response Orientation This is the ability to choose between two or more movements quickly and accurstelywhen two or more diflirent signals .s, sounds, pictuies. etc.) are given. The ability is concerned with thespeed with which the right response can he stoned with the hand. foot, mc.23. Rate Control This is the ability 'to adjust an equipment control in response to chanps in the speed and/ordirection of a continuously moving (Meta or scene. .The ability involves timing these adjustments inanticipating these chanyes. This tbility does not extend to situations in which both the speed and direction oll
.

,
the object are perfectly predictable. '

14. Reaction Time This is the ability to give one fast response to one signal (sound. light, picture, etc.) when it1 j I 14 i
.01 1" I IV Mi."Virrill ti,...ted with the hind. rent.,
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an arm movement as well at while holding the arm and hand in one position. This chit y does not involvevtreogth or speed.
26. Manual &slew'. This is the ability to make skillful, coordinated movements ofone hard, a hand togetherwith its arm or two hands to grasp, place. move, or assemble objects such as hand tools or blocks.-Thisabdity__involves the degree to whichthescanwhand-movements-canbecarried out quicktfltdiiis nói isivolve movingmachine e equipment controls such as levers.
27. Finger Dextenty This is the ability to make skillful, coordinated movements of the fingers of one or bothhands and to grasp, place, or move small objects. This ability involves the degree to which these fingermovements can be carried out quickly.
23. Wrist-Finger Speed This is tit: ability to make fast, situ*. repeated MOVVONNOts of the fingers. hands. andiivUts. It involves link, if any. accuracy tit eye.hand enordination.29. Speed of Limb Movement This ability involves the speed with which a single movement of the arms or legscan, be made. This ability dues mn include accuracy, careful control, or cootelination ofmovement---30,-Seknive-Atrention---This is the-ability-10 concentrate on a task and not be distracted. When distraction isptesent, it is not part of the task being done. This ability 861 involvesconcentrating while performinga boringtask.
31. Time Sharing This is the ability to shift .back and forth between two ot more sources of information.32. Static Strength , This is the ability to use muscle force in Wet to lift. push. pull. Or eureY ohjeas. It is themuimum force that one can exert for a brief period of time.
33. Explosive Strength This is the ability to use short bursts of muscle force to propel oneselfor an object. Itrequires gathering energy for bursts of IMISCIt effon over a vevy shun time period.34. Dynamic Strength This is the ability of themuscles to esert force repeatedly or continuously ova a long timeperiod. "I his is the ability to support, hold up. or move the body's own weight and/or objects repeatedly overtime. It represents muscular endurance and emphasizes the resistance of the muscles to fatigue.35. Trunk Strength This ability involves the degree to which one's stomach and lower back musclescan supportpart of the body repeatedly or continuously over time. The ability involves the degree to which these trunkmuscles do not "give out." or fatigue, when they are put under such repeated or continuous strain.36. Extent Flexibility This is the ability to bend, stretch, twist, or reach out with the body. arms. or legs.37. Dynamic Flexibility This is the ability to bend, stretch, twist, or reach out with the body. arms. andIce less,both quickly and repeatedly.

.%33. Grass Rudy Coordination This is the ability to coordinate the movement of the arms, legs. and torso togetherin activities where the whole body is in motion.
39. Cross Body Equilibrium This is the ability to keep Of regain one's body balance, or to stay upright when inan unstable position. This ability intludes being able to maintain one's balance when changing div.ctionwhilemoving or when standing motionless.
40. Stamina This is the ability of the lungs and circulatory (blood) systems of the body to pert mi etficiently overlong time periods. This is the ability to exert oneself physically without getting out of hi th.41. Near Vision This is the capacity to see close environmental surroundings.42. Fur Vision This is the capacity to see distant environmental surroundings.43. Visual Color Discrinunation This is the capacity to match or discriminate between coin.: .'his capacity alsoincludes detecting differences in color purity (saturation) and brightness (brilliance).44. Night Vision This is the ability to WO under low light conditions.45. Periphend Vision This is the ability to perceive objects or movement towards the edge: f the visual field.46. Depth Perception This is the ability to distinguish which ofseveral objects is more distar t torn or nearer tothe observer or to judge the distance of an object from the observer.47. Glare Sensitivity This is the ability to see objects in the presence of glare or bright aml nt lighting.4$. General lleuroig This is the ability to detect and to discriminate among sounds that vary et broad rangesof pitch and/or loudness.

49. Auditory Altentam This is the ability to focus on a single source of auditory informatios n the presence ofober distracting and irrelevant auditory stimuli.
SO. Sound Loath:town This is the ability to identify the direction from which an auditory s.imulus originatedrelative to the observer.

Source: Reference 2.
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Overviev

This paper is more descriptive than analytical and prescriptive. It

demonstrates what a wide gap there is between what goes on in colleges and what

is done in industry to assess knowledge, skills and abilities (KSA's): 1)

college grading is general compared to the specificity of industrial measures;

2) college grades are not good predicators of job performance. So much for grade

and transcript analysis as primary methods of national assessment. However,

transcript analysis can be useful to show patterns, disparities and consistencies

over time (NLS '72).

The author draws two conclusions:

1) re.Aesign colleges courses to focus on job relevant skills, such as:

"group efforts, critical thinking in oral and written form,

applications of math, and data analysis," and,

2) provide college transcripts to employers and also assemble and

distribute additional and existing information about student

performance "in a different way," i.e. across courses relative to

skills, such as writing, applied math, etc., perhaps in portfolio

form.

This reviewer finds the Conclusions section of this paper weak. While

acknowledging that many courses could be re-designed to be more directly related

to employability skills, such activity alone does not help us, now, to develop

a national assessment process. Also, this reader does not think that

transcripts, in their present form, are very useful to employers or to students.

Portfolios are useful, but cumbersome. Grades given for generic skills across

courses may be no more useful than current grades now given by faculty for
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courses. However, a new system of documentation could be developed that would

be of more value to students, institutions and employers. (This reviewer

developed competency-based transcripts in the 1970's that, although initially

difficult to prepare and store, are extremely useful to thoughtful readers, i.e.

State Departments of Education for Teacher Certification, potential employers

and graduates themselves.) (see Comments by Reviewer)

Useful Measures

The most useful part of this paper is the information it provides to

academics unfamiliar with industry's evaluation approaches. In itemizing various

systems and procedures used by industry, it becomes clear that a wide variety of

sub-skill definition systems and instruments are available and in use, now, and

that these instruments have the confidence of various employers, consultants and

sectors in the economy. The iollowing summary may be of use in identifying

particular processes that: 1) could be made known to and used in colleges, and,

2) could provide the basis for "assessment partnerships" between schools and

employers.

Job Analysis - 7 major instruments identified

Emphasis is on application, integration, breadth, leadership,

communication, interpersonal skills and behavioral skills. SCANS is

especially promising.

Selection Tests - .:sed at employment application and job entry points to

predict job performance.

Ability l'ests - subject-specific tests (except "pencil tapping," which

appears to be "generic").

Bio Data - background information (especially "model airplane building"

and other hobbies).

Work Samples - real work tasks and problems to be solved.

Comments by Reviewer

Within our discussion, the following ideas might be considered:

1. Collect instruments widely 1d effectivel used b industr, compile

a database and directory of such instruments, select a few model

sub-skill schemes, and disseminate this information to colleges for



adoption and use in courses and in entry, mid-point and exit student

assessment processes.

2. Use above in auity_Asitaggatnt activities to orient faculty to

industry's procedures and cultures and to encourage the use of sub-

skills as course objectives and assessment criteria.

3. Develop a model "college transcript-as-career passport" to use as a

tool for students, colleges and employers to document lifetime

learning in schools, on-the-job and in other settings. ,s

Career/Education Passport can be input into a computerized database

and available in hard copy form. It should contain a wide variety

of information on the learner: biodata, college course credits,

grades; degrees; on-the-job training records; competency outcome

statements; test scores, etc. The stud,int/worker would "own" the

Career/Education Passport. It would be transportable from school to

school, job to job and career to career, throughout one's lifetime.

4. The Career/Education Passport could also be contained in a chip that

is part of a "smart card," to be used as a transfer, registration,

and tuition payment device to encourage and simplify recurrent

lifelong learning and enrollment. Lifelong learning, thereby,

translates into lifelong training and lifelong education through a

commonly used, efficient, and well understood technological tool.

This "smart card" would help to create an "American Lifelong

Learning System" and would simplify the now complex and barrier-

filled recurrent, lifelong entry and re-entry to formal learning.

This kind of a tool could help create the kind of "seamless,"

integrated learning system now being widely discussed, but not yet

a reality.

5. _t_eirj_j_CaEucatonntarnershs between schools and

employers could be created, based on shared projects built around

items 1-4 above. These "assessa.ent partnerships" would provide a

basis for collaborative and mutually supportive arrangements between

the academic, business and labor sectors.



The technology to develop the above items is now available, but not being

widely used in the U.S. Issues of cost, attitude and feasibility should be

investigated further.

Conclusions

The information in this paper doas not permit this reviewer to choose

specific instruments or sub-sk'll sets that might be used by a set of colleges

or nationally. But, the paper does suggest that one strategy, among a number of

strategies, could be to present to all U.S. colleges (3500+) and, perhaps, to

public and private vocational schools (9000+) as well, an opportunity to choose

a_Particular approach to assessment that would give us clusters of institutions,

or states, along with like-minded businesses with which to partner.

In the aggregate, we could test the validity and practicality of a number

of assessment approaches simultaneously. For the time being, I call this option

the "Industry-Based Assessment Option." Some other options might be celled the

"Pevelopment-Based Assessment Option" (see Loaker paper), the "Institution-Based

Assessment Option" (see Ewell/Jones paper), and the "StateBased Assessment

Option" (N.J., etc.).

In addition to these four options, which all U.S. institutions could choose

among, thereby creating four approaches that could be compared as to

effectiveness and efficiency, foundational data could also be collected

nationally by coordinating efforts between the Department of Education and the

Department of Labor. This kind of total effort could In called the "CoorOnated

Multi-Option National Assessment and Partnership System." If phased in and

continued from 1992 to 2000, this eight year period would capture two traditional

four-year baccalaureate cycles and bring us to "The Class of 2000" with a

substantial national database, as well as with a de-centralized and diverse

national assessment system. This pluralistic approach could satisfy the various

constituencies and stakeholders which are now and will continue to be major

players in this process. It would also be "grass-roots," "team-based,"

"customer-driven" and focused on "continuous improvement," matching the Total

Quality Management (TQM) approach, currently so credible with industry and

government leaders who are working to improve America's productivity.



Review of Peter Capelliss "Assessing College aducations

What Can Se Learned from Practices in Industry"

After effectively demonstrating that there is little or no

correlation between performance in higher education and some of the

simpler indicators of success in later work (e.g. getting a job or

earning higher wages) , except possibly for academic programs that

are tightly tied to professions (e.g. business and education)

Peter Capolli concludes that industry can teach higher education

what qualities are needed in the work world. And indeed when ha

summarizes the various analyses of what workers need to know and be

able to do, he finds that they have several requirements in common,

including communications, critical-thinking, and problem-solving

skills. That is, the national goals are consonant with th4 research

done in the field.

That said, it seems that industry does not have much to teach

higher education with respect to how those skills might be

assesved. Selection tests used by industry are proprietary, often

irrelwvant to the college classroom (e.g., personality tests), and

of questionable validity. As Dr. Capelli notes, "even the best of

these procedures explain no more than a third or so of the variance

in performance" -- not particularly promising, as he notes, "when

one considers using the procedure as the basis for public policy

-- billions of dollars and the efforts of tons of thousands of

educators and millions of students." Ability tests have been found

to be discriminatory and at best of "modest" validity. Their

relationship to skills acquired in college is also problematic.

Dr. Capelli considers "bio-data" a better predictor of job

performance than the tests, but it is hard to see how they can be

used in higher-education assessment. It may be, for instance, that

certain aspects of the college experience, such as participation in

extracurricular activities, can be correlated with later job

success. But how can this correlation be used to assess whether or

not higher education is developing in students the skills the

nation needs for the 21st century? And causation is a problem as

well: does extracurricular activity cause later job sticcess or do

students who spontaneously pursue such activities have personality

characteristics that will also serve them in good stead in the work

world? And would that correlation break down if students not

inclined to participate in extracurricular activity were dragged

into it? A performance measure would still be needed to explore

the causal relation.

Work samples are the "selection device closest to achievement

tests," and Dr. Capelli maintains that ona could make use of

existing student work (like research papers, laboratory

experiments, and the like) to assess college graduates'

performance. This is, of course, the portfolio model of

assessment. While this is an idea that may merit further

investigation, some cautions are in order:

o Averaging the grades.on written work, as Dr. Capelli suggests,
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takes us right back to the problem of the lack of correlation

between grading and job performance. Portfolios need to be
assessed according to a scoring guide that mirrors the skills,

knowledge and abilities we want to measure. They are not
themselves an assessment measure but merely the raw material to

which the measure -- the scoring guide -- is applied. That implies

the training of assessors.

0 Portfolios, like work samples, capture only a small range of

d kills, though the range might be enough to include writing,

critical thinking, and problem-solving. This is one reason why The

College of William and Mary, which Dr. Capelli mentions as an
example of an institution that has Used this approach to the

assessment of general education, has in fact abandoned it.

* I am not aware of tests of validity or reliability that have

been dons on portfolio assessment.

* Finally, they aro a logistical nightmare to collect for large
programs, oven using sampling procedures, which is why they have

turned out to be more useful for assessment in the major than
assessment of general education. It would be very hard to collect

comparable portfolios across higher education in the country, and

the process would be expensive. And how do we factor into the

overall report on student performance the lack of certain kinds of

work in the students, portfolios? The College of William and Mary,
for instance, found that they had trouble getting portfolios with
enough written work in them to do anything even a crude assessment

of writing skills.

Dr. Capelli makes a good, commonsensical argument for some
practices in higher education that contribute to the skills he
thinks are important for job performance, including the three in

Goal 5. I think we would all agree that students should be
required to write papers that are carefully corrected; to discuss
material; to use verbal, mathematical and data analysis to analyze,

think critically about, and solve problems that are linked to
practice; and to work in teams. Students should not be given
multiple choice tests and their learning should not be limited to

memoriaation. In other words, classes should be small and
instructors skillful and knowledgeable. But we do not need to
spend.mbillions of dollars and the efforts of tens of thousands of
educators and millions of students" to demonstrate what we already

know. Funding those small classes will be expensive enough.

One final caveat: the national goals were developed in part

because of a wide-spread perception that American workers aro
becoming increasingly less competitive in the world economy. So

there is some reason to be skeptical that crude measures of job

success in that American market correlate with the skills and
abilities we should be striving to produce in the ccllege educated.

Margaret A. Miller
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Review of Amain& College Education:
What Can be Learned from

Practices in Industry? (Revision)

Mary L. Tenopyr
AT&T

This manustaiyt is vdeilly Improved ever the previous vertion; however I am still
concerned about its main conclusions.

To suggest that traditional achievement tests and basic ability tests will predict little
about future job success, I believe, is a misinterpretation of the literature. Much of what we
know about predicting success of college graduates is based on studies of generalist managers.
These testing studies do not focus on the increasingly large workforce of technical college
graduates who are often not selected initially by test, but instead by quality of university
attended, courses taken, grades, and professors under whom study was undertaken. On the
other hand, generalist managers may be selected from persons with a variety of university
majors. In the last two decades, test use has declined markedly, and the most plausible and
defensible use of tests in selecting managers has been in large companies having an orientation
toward generalist managers who are frequently rotated through different job assignments.
Thus, any conclusions regarding the validity of tests for predicting job success of college
graduates are, for the most part, based on particular samples in particular companies.

Even given the limitations of the sampling, the validation results for basic ability
testing are in the range that will provide useful predictions. There is no indication that the so
called "performance-based assessments" would be more valid. Industrial psychologists have
long noted that there appatrs to be an impenetrable upper limit on the validity of predictors of
degree of job success. The assessment center research shows that mealutes very similar to
those pexformance measures proposed do not go above the barrier. Furthermore, there can be
major problems regarding reliability, administration and validity integrity maintenance (VIM)
over different administrators and over time.

What has been said should not negate the value of measurements in areas like oral
communication in calling attention to the need for teaching these skills; however, it should be
noted that overemphasis on certain skills may lead to neglect in teaching core subject matter.
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Regarding the value of college grades as predictors of job success, it cannot be denied
that they arc not one of the better predictors of job success. Nevertheless, they are
inexpensive predictors and may be extremely cost-effective, particularly when a company can
afford to be highly selective and other conditions exist.

I feel that the coverage ofjob analysis needs more breadth; it is largely based on
instruments from consulting firms and views of consultants. It should be noted that job
analysis tools sold by consultants are designed to be generic and hence marketable; when
psychologists in business do job analysis they often focus on job specific skills, which may be
highly related to subject matter in curricula in college. What level of generality one uses in
job analysis and whether one focuses on the worker or the job depends entirety on one's
purpose in doing the job analysis. All purpose COmmerad job analysis instruments, must be
generic and be suitable for use in a wide range of companies.

Also, it should be noted that selection is not necessarily the primary activity of
industrial/organizational psychologists. Many work in training, organizational development,
and other areas largely unrelated to selection.

Regarding selecdon tests, it should be noted that no respectable researcher would do a
validation study in which the criterion was contaminated by thaw, evaluating job performance
having information about predictor scores.

I am still uncomfortable about the authors making a sharp distinction between aptitude
and achievement. Also "innate" is an inappropriate modifier for ability. Furthermore,
aptitude and intelligence are inseparable.

Again the Griggs case involved interpretation of a statute, not the U.S. Constitution.

Furthermore, the more recent literature on prediction clearly points out the limitations
of the "percentage of the variance accounted for" interpretations of a coefficient of correlation.

It should be noted that biodata, although often useful in prediction, are not simple and
straightforward. For example, not every life experience that would appear logically to be later
predictive of job success in fact, is. Considerable research, involving large samples is
required to establish the validity of life history items.

The matter is disparate impact of selection procedures on selected groups is a matter of
grave concern and should not be discussed only within the context of biodata. In fact biodata
items can be selected in such a way as to reduce adverse impact.
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It can be expected that all objective predictors of job sticeress WM have a disparate
impact on some group. Certainly, "performance-based assessment" could be expected to have
no less adverse effect than the controversial aptitude tests.

There is no argument about the general validity of work samples; however, it should be
pointed out that job knowledge tests have been criticized because of their high correlation with
basic ability tests. The relationship of job lmowledge tests to work samples is less clear.

Although I agree that employers' goals are relevant to determining national educational
goals, I hope that all educators will condnue to embrace broader concepts of the purposes of
education. An informed citizenry is one of any country's greatest assets.


